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1 1. INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

2 Q. Please state your name, title, and employer.

3 A. My name is Elizabeth A. Stanton, and I am a Principal Economist with Synapse

4 Energy Economics at 485 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 2, Cambridge,

5 Massachusetts 02139.

6 Q. Please describe Synapse Energy Economics.

7 A. Synapse Energy Economics is a research and consulting firm specializing in

8 electricity and gas industry regulation, planning, and analysis. Our work covers a

9 range of issues, including integrated resource planning; economic and technical

10 assessments of energy resources; electricity market modeling and assessment;

11 energy efficiency policies and programs; renewable resource technologies and

12 policies; and climate change strategies. Synapse works for a wide range of clients,

13 including attorneys general, offices of consumer advocates, public utility

14 commissions, environmental advocates, the U.S. Environmental Protection

15 Agency, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal

16 Trade Commission and the National Association of Regulatory Utility

17 Commissioners. Synapse has over 25 professional staff with extensive experience

18 in the electricity industry.

19 Q. Please summarize your professional and educational experience.

20 A. I have more than 15 years of professional experience as an environmental

21 economist. At Synapse, I have led studies examining environmental regulation,

22 cost-benefit analyses, and the economics of energy efficiency and renewable

23 energy. I have submitted expert testimony in Massachusetts. Vermont, New

24 Hampshire, Illinois. and several federal dockets; and I have authored more than

25 100 reports, policy studies, white papers, journal articles, and book chapters on

26 topics related to energy, the economy, and the environment.

27 Prior to joining Synapse, I was a Senior Economist with the Stockholm
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I Environment Institute’s (SEI’s) Climate Economics Group, where I was

2 responsible for leading the organization’s work on the Consumption-Based

3 Emissions Inventory (CBEI) model and on water issues and climate change in the

4 western United States. While at SF1, lied domestic and international studies

5 commissioned by the United Nations Development Programme, Friends of the

6 Earth-U.K., and Environmental Defense.

7 My articles have been published in Ecological Economics, Reneit’able Resources

8 Journal, Environmental Science & Technolo’. and other journals. I have also

9 published books, including Climate Economics: The Stale ofthe Art (Routledge.

10 2013), which I co-wrote with my colleague at Synapse, Dr. Frank Ackerman. I am

ii also coauthor of Environment for the People (Political Economy Research

12 Institute, 2005, with James K. Boyce) and coeditor of Reclaiming Nattire:

13 Worldwide Strategiesfor Building Natural Aswets (Anthem Press, 2007, with

14 Boyce and SunitaNarain).

15 1 earned my Ph.D. in economics at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, and

16 have taught economics at Tufts University, the University of Massachusetts-

17 Amherst, and the College of New Rochelle. among others. My curriculum vitae is

18 attached as Exhibit CLF-EAS-2.

19 Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this case?

20 A. I am testifying on behalf of the Conservation Law Foundation.

21 Q. Have you testified previously in this docket?

22 A. No, I have not.

23 Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?

24 A. The purpose of my testimony is to provide an independent, third-party review of

25 the modeling results of scenarios of New England’s future electric sector with and

26 without the Access Northeast (ANE) pipeline submitted by the petitioner as

27 Exhibit NG-JNC-3. In particular, I have reviewed these modeling results to assess
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whether or not the petitioner’s modeling assumptions are (I) consistent with

2 compliance with state and federal environmental laws; and (2) represent “most

3 likely” projections of uncertain ffiture conditions.

4 I found that:

5 (1) The petitioner’s modeling results do not appear to include assumptions

6 necessary to represent all current laws and regulations. In the petitioner’s

7 modeling results;

8 • Massachusetts relies on unexplained emission reductions in the other

9 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) states to achieve its own

10 compliance with RGGI.

11 • Massachusetts’ electric sector emissions are in line with the expectations

12 in the 2015 Update to the Clean Energy and Climate Plan for 2020

13 (CECP). but subsequently increase and are higher than this 2020 target in

14 years 2022 through 2040.

15 • Massachusetts’ generalors regulated under the Clean Power Plan emit

16 more carbon dioxide (C02) than allowed for under the state’s cap—again,

17 requiring its excess emissions to be balanced by extra emission reductions

18 in other states to achieve compliance.

19 • Massachusetts does not appear to comply with its Renewable Portfolio

20 Standard (RPS).

21 • New England states—including Massachusetts—do not appear to achieve

22 the level of energy efficiency modeled by ISO-NE in its 2016 CELT

23 electric demand forecast.

24 • New England’s electric imports are not consistent with the level of new

25 hydroelectric imports called for by Governor Baker as necessary to

26 comply with the Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA).

27 (2) The modeling results submitted by the petitioner appear to use artificially high

28 seasonal and annual natural gas prices in the petitioner’s No Pipeline “Base
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Case”, exaggerating the likely net benefits associated with the construction

2 and operation of the ANE.

3 Q. How is your testimony organized?

4 A. My testimony is organized as follows:

5 1, Introduction and Qualifications.

6 2. The Petitioner’s Modeled Scenarios Do Not Comply with Greenhouse Gas

7 Emissions Regulations, With or Without the ANE Pipeline.

8 3. Benefits Reported by the Petitioner are Based on Out-Dated Assumptions

9 Regarding Gas and Electric Prices.

10 4. Key Alternative Resources to Natural Gas are Omitted From the

11 Petitioner’s Modeling Results.

12 5. The Petitioner’s Modeling Results Do Not Accurately Portray Expected

13 Future Conditions in Massachusetts.

14 2. THE PETITIONER’S MODELED SCENARIOS DO NOT COMPLY WITH

IS GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION REGULATIONS, WITH OR WITHOUT

16 THE ANE PIPELINE.

17 Q. What is the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative?

18 A. RGGI is a market-based C02 cap and trade program designed to reduce C02

19 emissions within nine northeastern states: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,

20 Massachusetts, Maryland, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and

21 Vermont. Since 2009, power plants located in RGGI states have been required to

22 purchase allowances to permit their emissions of C02. Allowances are auctioned

23 quarterly with the revenues returning to the participating states. ft 2014. RGGI

24 states agreed to reduce the cap on their emissions significantly to better

25 correspond with current dispatch of electric resources.
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I Q. Are C02-emitting power plants in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
2 obligated to purchase RGGI allowances?

3 A. Yes. Chapter 169 of the Massachusetts Green Communities Act requires

4 Massachusetts’ power plants to comply with the rules and regulations of RGGI

5 and permits them to engage in regional trading of emission allowances.

6 Q. In the modeling results submitted by the petitioner are total emissions for all
7 RGGI states below the RGGI emissions cap?

8 A. The petitioner has not provided sufficient information to determine whether

9 emissions from all nine states are below the ROGI emissions cap. C02 emissions

10 for non-New England RGGI states (Delaware, Maryland, and New York) are not

11 provided in Black & Veatch’s modeling results. As a result, I cannot confirm that

12 the nine-state region complies with its annual emission caps in any of the sifidy

13 period. In this testimony, I implicitly calculate emissions for these three states by

14 assuming the nine state region does not exceed its total cap, and by subtracting the

15 emissions reported for the six New England states from this total.

16 Q. Is assuring regional compliance with the regional cap adequate to correctly
17 model Massachusetts’s RGGI compliance?

18 A. Keeping the C02 emissions of the RGGI region’s generators below the regional

19 cap is necessary’ to adequately model compliance with RGGJ. but it may not be

20 sufficient. The distribution of emissions among the RGGI states is also important.

21 Since the 2014 revision of the RGGI emission caps, Massachusetts generators’

22 share of regional emissions has been well below its share of allowances issued for

23 auction. As explained in detail below, in the modeling results provided in

24 Attachment NEER 1-1(b) and Attachment NEER 1-1(c) —both with and without

25 the ANE pipeline, Massachusetts’ generators take on a greater share of allowance

26 purchases in future years while the non-New England RGGI states’ generators

27 exhibit an unexplained decline in emissions and allowance purchases.
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I Q. In the modeling scenarios submitted by the petitioner, how do
2 Massachusetts’ generators CO2 emissions compare with the share of the
3 ROGI allowances allocated to Massachusetts?

4 A. Massachusetts C02 emissions are higher than the state’s share of the RGGI

5 allrnvances in all modeled years for both Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline “Base

6 Case” and the With ANE Only cases. Figure 1 depicts emissions from

7 Massachusetts generators in the two modeling cases presented in the Black &

S Veatch report for the petitioner (Exhibit NG-JNC-3) along with the state’s share

9 of the ROGI allowances (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “RGGI Comparison”).

10 Figure J,jlassachuselts electrw—sector CO1 wuissions: flInch & I ‘catch scdnarws and state share of
11 RGG! allowance allocation

12
13 Sources: .4ttachment NEER 1-1(b); Attachment NEER 1-1(c); RGGlAllowance Allocation Documents

14 submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “RaG! Alloit’ances”.

15 Notes: RGGI allrnvances decline by 2.5 percent per yearfrom 2015 to 2020, and are assumed to remain

16 constant thereafter; jJective state-level RGGI allowances are assumed to remahi at each states

17 current proportion of total Roof emissions n7fiaurevear.c.
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1 Q. In the modeled scenarios submitted by the petitioner, how do the rest of New
2 England’s generators’ CO2 emissions compare with the share of RGGI
3 allowances allocated to the rest of New England?

4 A. The rest of New England C02 emissions are higher than these states’ combined

5 share of ROOT allowances in all modeled years in Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline

6 case. In all but two years (2034 and 2040), the rest of New England C02

7 emissions are higher than these states’ combined share of RGOI allowances in

8 Black & Veatch’s With ANE Only case. In the With ANE Only case, 2034 and

9 2040 emissions are justUpercent below the combined five-state share of

10 allowances. Figure 2 depicts emissions from Connecticut, New Hampshire,

11 Maine, Rhode Island. and Vermont generators in the modeling presented in the

12 Black & Veatch report for the petitioner (Exhibit NG-JNC-3) along with the sum

13 of those states’ shares RGGI of allowances (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet

14 “ROOl Comparison”).

15 Figure 2. Rn! of.ei” Enghnu! ek’drw—sectnr (V etnisshnts: Black & I earth sce,,arThs nil!! rev! of New
16 En2lahld chore of RGGI aflaiiauce al/neation

17
18 Sources: Attachment NEER 1-J(b); Attachment NEER 1-1(c); RGOI Allowance Allocation Documents

19 submitted as Ethibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet ‘RGG1_Alloirances

20 Notes: RGQI alloisances decline by 2.5 percent per pearfrom 20)5 to 2020 and are assumed to remain
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constant thereafter; Ljjective state-level RGQI allowances are assumed to remain at each state c

2 current proportion of total ROGI emissions influture years.

3 Q. In the modeled scenarios submitted by the petitioner, how do Delaware,
4 Maryland, and New York’s generators’ CO2 emissions compare with the
5 share of the RGGI allowances allocated to Delaware, Maryland, and New
6 York?

7 A. In contrast to Massachusetts and the rest of New England’s COi emissions (which

8 are higher than their share of the RGG1 allowances), the three non-New England

9 states’ emissions are lower than their share of the RGGI allowances in Black &

10 Veatch’s modeled scenarios. Figure 3 depicts calculated emissions from

11 Delaware, Maryland. and New York generators in the modeling presented in the

12 Black & Veatch report for the petitioner (Exhibit NG-JNC-3; these states’

13 emissions are inferred as the difference between total ROGI emissions in the

14 petitioner’s response to CLF-1-5 and New England emissions in Attachment

15 NEER 1-1(b) and Attachment NEER 1-1(c)) (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

16 “RGGI Comparison”). Delaware, Maryland, and New York’s COi emissions are

17 lower than these states’ combined share of RGGI allowances in every year

18 between 2018 and 2040 in both the No Pipeline and the With ANE Only cases.
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1 Figure 3. Delaware, Mankind and New )‘orh electric—sector CO: enussi us: BlacA & I ‘catch scenarw.c
2 aipt! Delaware, ,lh,rjland and New Thrk share ofRGGI allowances allocation nate change in
3 v—tan scale front previous two figures)

4
5 Sources: Attachment NEER 1—1(b); Au cschment VEER 1-1(c); RGGI Allowance Allocation Documents

6 submitted as Ethihit CLF-EAS-3, sheet ‘RGGJ Allowances

7 Notes: RGGI caps decline by 2.5 percent per yearfrom 2015 to 2020, and are assumed to remain constant

8 thereafter; gffective state-level RGQI allowances are assumed to remain at each states current

9 proportion oftotal RGGI emissions infillure years; Non-New England (‘Won-NE’) RGGJ

10 emissions are calculated by subtracting the emissions from the sLr New Eiigla;icl states in

11 Attachment NEER 1—1(b) and Attachment ,VEER 1—flcfroni the total emissions for all RQGI

12 staws.

13 Q. In the modeled scenarios submitted by the petitioner, by how much do
14 Massachusetts generators’ CO2 emissions exceed the share of the RGGI
15 allowances allocated to Massachusetts?

16 A. The emissions from Massachusetts’ generators in Black & Veatch’s modeled

17 scenarios exceed Massachusetts’ allocation of RUGI allowances by a range of

18 short tons in 2020 and a range of short tons in 2040 in

19 the No Pipeline and the With ANE Only cases, respectively. To be clear, Black &

20 Veatch modeled emissions exceed Massachusetts’ share of RGGI allowances with

21 or without the pipeline (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, Sheet “RGGI_Compañson”).
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I Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner appropriately model
2 Massachusetts generators’ RGGI compliance?

3 A. No. As shown in Figure 4, in Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline and With ANE Only

4 cases Massachusetts emissions as a share of the state’s allocated allowances

5 grows while that of the rest of the RGGI region shrinks. In 2015, Massachusetts

6 generators emitted just 87 percent of the emissions allotted to Massachusetts. In

7 2019, Black & Veatch models Massachusetts generators emitting percent of

8 their allotted emissions (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. Sheet “RGGI Allowances”). By

9 2040. this value grows to •to percent of their allotted emissions.

10 injure 4. 1Iacsachust’tt and rest of RGGI Cth e,nicczonc as a share of their allowance allacatwu

11
12 Sources: Attachment NEER l-I(b,; Attachment NEER I-Ifr,I; ROOf Allrni’ance Allocation Documents

13 submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet ROOf Allowances

14 Note: Solid lines represent the No Pteline” case, whereas dashed lines indicate the With ANt case.

15 Non-Massachusetts (Rest ofROOt’) emissions are calczdatecl hr subtracting the emissionsfrom

16 Massachusetts in Attachment 1VEER I—) (b and Attachment NEER )—Ift) from the total emissions

17 for all ROOf states.

18 Q. Does Massachusetts’ compliance with RGGI depend on the dispatch of
19 generators in other states?

20 A. Yes. In the scenarios modeled by Black & Veatch, Massachusetts generators’

21 compliance with RGGI depends on the rest of the RGGI region—and, in
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particular, Delaware, Maryland. and New York—buying a much smaller share of

2 total allowances than they have in the past. In 2015, in RGGI slates other than

3 Ivlassachusetts. generators emitted 97 percent of the emissions allotted to them. In

4 2019, Black & Veatch models generators in RGGI states other than Massachuselts

5 emitting just Ito I percent of their allotted emissions (See Exhibit CLF-EAS-3,

6 sheet “RGGI_Allowances”.) By 2040, however, this value shrinks to to

7 percent of their allotted emissions.

8 Q. What explanation of the change in balance of RGGI emissions between
9 Massachusetts and the rest of the RGGI states does the petitioner offer?

10 A. The change in generation and emissions in the rest of the RGGI states—and, in

11 particular. Delaware. Man’land, and New York— is nol explained in Exhibit NO-

12 JNC-3. In National Grid’s response to CLF-I-6. the petitioner explains (in

13 response to a question about New York state RPS requirements) that “Black &

14 Veatch’s responses are limited to the New England area given the limited

15 relevance of information regarding power markets outside of New England.” The

16 petitioner does not state that Delaware. Maryland, and New York were not

17 modeled in Black & Veatch’s analysis (Exhibit NG-JNC-3). Rather, the petitioner

18 claims that the modeling results for these states need not be submitted because

19 they are—the petitioner asserts—irrelevant.

20 The modeled generation and emissions of Delaware, Maryland, and New York

21 have been withheld by the petitioner in this docket but nonetheless appear to be

22 very relevant indeed to the assumptions that are making it possible for the

23 petitioner to claim that “All cases considered for this analysis remain below

24 RGGI’s published caps.” (See National Grid’s response to CLF 1-5.) Even if the

25 emissions of the nine-state region as a whole do not exceed the RGGI cap, this

26 emission limit is maintained in Black & Veatch’s modeled cases by balancing

27 increases in Massachusetts’ emissions with unexplained decreases in the

28 emissions of other states.
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I Q. What is the Global Warming Solutions Act?

2 A. The Massachusetts Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA) was enacted in 2008

3 with the goal of reducing the Commonwealth’s greenhouse gas emissions. GWSA

4 set a state-wide greenhouse gas emissions limit of 80 percent below 1990

5 emissions levels by 2050, and required the Department of Environmental

6 Protection to set interim targets. In 2010, the Secretary for Energy and

7 Environmental Affairs established a legally binding statewide greenhouse gas

8 emissions limit of 25 percent below statewide 1990 emissions by 2020 and

9 subsequently published the Massachusetts Clean Ener’ and Climate Plan for

10 2020 (CECP). describing a portfolio of policies aimed at enabling the

11 Commonwealth to achieve its 2020 statewide emissions reduction target of 25

12 percent below statewide 1990 emissions.

13 The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court’s May 17, 2016 decision in Kain v.

14 Department ofEnvironmental Protection upholds the emission limit mandate set

15 in GWSA and the obligation of the state to regulate annual emission limit targets

16 by emissions category consistent with achieving an overall 25 percent emission

17 reduction by 2020.

18 Q. What emission reductions are expected from the Commonwealth’s electric
19 sector under GWSA?

20 A. A 2015 Update to the CECP calls for electric-sector C02 emissions to drop to a

21 level between 11 and 14 MMT by 2020 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-4 and Exhibit

22 CLF-EAS-3, page “OWSA Comparison”).

23 Q. Do the emissions modeled by the petitioner correspond to the level of
24 emissions reductions expected for the Massachusetts electric sector in the
25 2015 Update to the CECP?

26 A. As depicted in Figure 5, 2020 emissions in Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline and

27 With ANE Only cases are at the high end of the range stated in the 2015 Update

28 to the CECP (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-4 and Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet

29 “GWSA Comparison”). (Note that in Figure 5 the CECP electric-sector target is
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I presented in short tons to be consistent with the Black & Veatch modeling, which

2 is reported in pounds (Ibs) (see Attachment NEER 1-1(b) and Attachment NEER

3 1-1(c)).

4 Figure s. Mas.cachztsettc e!ectric—sector CO2 emissions: tRack & J’eatch scenarios atiti GWSA targets

D

6 Sources: Attachment NEER 1-1(b); Attachment NEER 1-1(c); 2015 Update to the CECP t’Erhibit CLF

7 LAS-.!,).

8 Notes: Estimate of Massachusetts electric sector emLcsions target reflects range ofpotential electricity

9 sector emissions targets, as derivedfrom the 2015 Update to the CECP (Exhibit CLF-EAS-4j The

10 2015 Update to the CEC’P presents target greenhouse gas emissions reductionfrom electricity

11 consumption is 14.2 to 17.2 MMT below 1990 emissions or 50 to 93 percent oftotal all-sector

12 emission rethictions from 1990. Assuming a 53 percent target in all—sector emission reductions in

13 2010 (‘using a linear trend between the 2020 and 2050 targets), the target total all-sector

14 emissions targetfor 2030 is 36.2 MMT If the annual rate ofe,nissioiis reductionsfrom the

15 electricity sector assumed by CECP in 2020 (it’ith a range of emissions reduction shares of 50 to

16 93 percent in 2020) is maintained through 2030, residual emissionsfrom electric consumption

17 would reach 0 AIAITin 2038 (‘see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet GWSA_Comparison9.

18 Q. Do the emissions modeled by the petitioner correspond to the level of
19 emission reductions expected for the Massachusetts electric sector for 2040?

20 A. Massachusetts’ Secretary for Energy and Environmental Affairs has not yet set
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specific emission reduction targets for years in between 2020 and 2050. Governor

2 Baker in 2015 signed the Resolution Concerning Climate Change at the 39”

3 Annual Conference of New England Governors and Eastern Canadian Premiers

4 adopting a range of at least 35 percent to 45 percent reduction below 1990 levels

5 by 2030. The GWSA states that 2030 emissions limit must be set to “maximize

6 the ability of the commonvealth to meet the 2050 emissions limit” (Section 3a) of

7 a reduction of 80 percent from 1990 levels. In Figure 5 CECP emissions targets

8 for years after 2020 are based on a linear interpolation of all-sector emission

9 targets for years between 2020 and 2050 and the assumption that the electric

10 sector would continue to contribute the same share of all-sector emissions

11 reductions that it does in 2020 in the 2015 Update to the CECP (see Exhibit CLE

12 EAS-4 and Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet “GWSA_Compañson”).

13 Massachusetts electric sector emissions are million short tons in 2040 in

14 both the o Pipeline and With ANE Only cases. These emission levels are higher

15 even than 2020 target of 12 to 15 million short tons, and far exceed the zero C02

16 emission target inferred for 2040.

17 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner appropriately model
18 Massachusetts compliance?

19 A. No. In years after 2020 in Black & Veatch’s modeled results electric sector

20 emissions increase over time. While no precise emission reduction target has as

21 yet been established for the post 2020 time period, it would be difficult to argue

22 that increasing emissions in any economic sector would be consistent with the

23 directive to “maximize the ability of the commonwealth to meet the 2050

24 emissions limit”.
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I Q. Did the Supreme Judicial Court’s Kain decision affect or change your GWSA
2 analysis for this case?

3 A. No. I have read the opinion of the Supreme Judicial Court in Kain v. Department

4 ofEnvironmental Protection. In my opinion as an economic expert, the Kain

5 decision clarified the scope and effect of the GWSA on the future of the electric

6 sector in Massachusetts. Specifically, the decision appears to reiterate that the

7 GWSA’s emissions reduction targets are strict standards that must be met, not

8 aspirational or vague goals.

9 Q. What is the Clean Power Plan?

10 A. The Clean Power Plan is the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s 2015

II regulation of C02 emissions from existing power plants under section 111(d) of

12 the Clean Air Act. The Clean Power Plan requires reductions of 32 percent below

13 2005 C02 emissions nationwide at levels by 2030 and reductions of 54 percent

14 below 2005 C02 emissions in Massachusetts. In February’ 2016, the U.S. Supreme

15 Court stayed implementation of the Clean Power Plan while litigation against the

16 rule proceeds. Massachusetts has, however, joined with 14 other states to issue the

17 following statement:

18 We are confident i/ia! once the courts have fillip reviewed the merits of/he Clean Power
19 P/a,;, it ui/i be upheld as laufill under the Clean Air Act, Our coalition ofstates and
20 local governments ui!! continue to vigorously defend the C/ca;; Power Plan -—which is
2 1 critical to ensuring that necessary progress is ;;iade in confronting climate change.
22 (Exlubit CLF-EAS-5).

23 Q. Is Massachusetts required to take actions to comply with the Clean Power
24 Plan?

25 A. Yes. All states with existing fossil fuel power plants are required to submit plans

26 describing how they will comply with the rule in the future and to demonstrate

27 that their actual C02 emissions are lower than or equal to state-specific rates or

28 emission caps in 2022 through 2030. Massachusetts has one of the more stringent

29 state-level C02 reduction requirements: C02 emissions must be 54 percent below

30 2005 levels by the year 2030. Over the entire compliance period, Massachusetts

31 must reduce regulated electric sector CO2 emissions from 13 million short tons in
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1 2022 to 12 million short tons in 2030.

2 Q. In the scenarios of future generation with and without the pipeline submitted
3 by the petitioner are Massachusetts C02 emissions below the state’s Clean
4 Power Plan emissions cap?

5 A. No. As shown in Figure 6, in the Black & Veatch No Pipeline and With ANE

6 Only cases, Massachusetts in-state emissions from electric generation are greater

7 than the mass-based translation of the state’s emission-rate target (including an

8 adjustment for expected new power plants) in all compliance periods (see Exhibit

9 CLF-EAS-3. sheet “CPP Comparison”). Massachusetts is not compliant with the

10 Clean Power Plan in either of Black & Veatch’s scenarios.

11 ffflJffl. 6, :1 lassachusett (leaf? Pa ncr Plan—Regulated GO: emissions: lilac!1 & I ‘catch sect; arias tint!
12 EPA largely

13
14 Sources: Aliachinent NEER l-1(b); Attachment NEER 1-11c,); EPA Clean Power Plan detail szthm it/ed as

15 &yhibit CLF-EAS-3, slice! CPP Goals

16 Notes: Clean Power Plan-regulated CO2 Emissions in Black & Veatch scenarios include emissionsfrom all

17 units with prime mover sEa/its of”Coal’ ‘Combined C’cle’ or “Oii’Gas”; Clean Power Plan caps

18 shown here are mass-based standards, with new source complement.
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I Q. Could Massachusetts nonetheless comply with the Clean Power Plan, despite
2 exceeding its emission targets?

3 A. To comply with the Clean Power Plan despite its in-state emissions from

4 regulated generation exceeding its emission targets Massachusetts would have to

5 both:

6 (1) Join with other states in an agreement to trade Clean Power Plan emissions

7 allowances or rate credits, and/or otherwise secure trading partners;

8 (2) Rely on greater emission reductions in other states to balance out excess

9 emissions in Massachusetts.

10 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner appropriately model
11 Massachusetts compliance?

12 A. No. In all years, Massachusetts fails to comply with the Clean Power Plan in both

13 of Black & Veatch’s modeled scenarios.

14 Q. Does Massachusetts comply with regional, state, and federal greenhouse gas
15 emission regulations in the modeled cases of future generation submitted by
16 the Petitioner?

17 A. No. In Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline and With ANE Only cases:

18 • Massachusetts relies on unexplained emission reductions in the other

19 RGGI states to achieve its own compliance with RGGI.

20 • Massachusetts’ electric sector emissions are in line with the expectations

21 in the 2015 Update to the CECP for 2020 (Exhibit CLF-EAS-4), but

22 subsequently increase and are higher than this 2020 target in years 2022

23 through 2040.

24 • Massachusetts’ generators regulated under the Clean Power Plan emit

25 more C02 than allowed for under the state’s cap—again, requiring its

26 excess emissions to be balanced by extra emission reductions in other

27 slates to achieve compliance.
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I Q. Has the petitioner submitted modeling results useful to a determination of
2 whether or not a new natural gas pipeline is consistent with the
3 environmental laws and policies of Massachusetts?

4 A. No. The modeling results submitted by the petitioner either do not comply with

5 state and federal laws or require unexplained emission reductions in other states in

6 order to achieve compliance.

7 3. BENEFITS REPORTED BY THE PETITIONER ARE BASED ON OUT-

8 DATED ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING GAS AND ELECTRIC PRICES.

9 Q. What benefits does the petitioner attribute to building and operating the
10 ANE pipeline?

11 A. The petitioner’s initial petition states that: “On an aggregate basis, the Access

12 Northeast project alone, as proposed, is projected to yield $1.1 billion in levelized

13 annual net benefits for New England electric customers from 2019 through 2038

14 under normal weather conditions. Approximately 46.1% of the benefits will

15 accrue to consumers in Massachusetts.” (p.5). This estimate is based on a report

16 by Black & Veatch International filed in this docket as Exhibit NG-JNC-3 and

17 includes both the difference in electric system costs between scenarios of the

18 future electric system without a new pipeline and with the ANE pipeline as well

19 as the cost of constructing the pipeline.

20 Q. What are electric system costs and electric market benefits?

21 A. The electric system costs modeled by Black & Veatch are the product of the

22 wholesale price of electricity in each time period modeled and the wholesale

23 demand for (and delivery of) electricity in each time period modeled. In Exhibit-

24 NG-JNC-3. Black & Veatch refers to the difference between the electric system

25 costs in its No Pipeline and With ANE Only scenarios as “electric market

26 benefits”.
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I Q. What savings in electric market benefits does the petitioner expect from the
2 ANE pipeline?

3 A. Black & Veatch asserts that the Access Northeast project would result in

4 “in annual levelized electric consumer benefit over the contract length,”

5 from 2019 to 2038; the petitioner’s estimate of benefits does not include their

6 modeled results for 2039 and 2040. See Exhibit NG-JNC-3 at p.25, Table 3. This

7 estimate of benefits does not include the costs of constructing the pipeline. If

8 these construction costs of were taken into account, the net benefit of

9 the pipeline in annual levelized terms would be

10 Q. Do the petitioner’s with and without pipeline scenarios both assume the same
11 level of electric demand?

12 A. Yes. Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline and With ANE Only scenarios (Exhibit NG

13 JNC-3) have the same electric demand (see Attachment NEER 1-1(0 and Exhibit

14 CLF-EAS-3, sheet “Load Summary”).

15 Q. What is the source of the electric market benefits reported by the petitioner
16 from the ANE pipeline?

17 A. The electric market benefits modeled in Black & Veatch’s Exhibit NG-JNC-3

18 result from differences in the wholesale price of electricity between the No

19 Pipeline and With ANE Only cases as illustrated in Figure 7 (see Exhibit CLF

20 EAS-3, sheet ‘iMP Monthly”). More specifically the modeled electric market

21 benefits are the result of a reduction in electric “price spikes” in winter months;

22 outside of the winter (that is, in April through October) monthly wholesale

23 electric prices are very similar between the two cases: these prices range from S

24 percent higher tolpercent lower in the With ANE Only case than they are in the

25 No Pipeline in all modeled years. In contrast. in the winter month with the highest

26 price, the With ANE Only case monthly wholesale electric prices aretoR

27 percent lower than they are in the No Pipeline. The prices differences between the

28 two cases—multiplied by the same electric demand—add up to Black & Veatch’s

29 in electric market benefits from the ANE pipeline. Note that Black &
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Veatch modeled 2039 and 2040 but did not report electric prices for these years.

2 Figure 7. Monthly hictorical wholesale electricitr prices out! Blach & I catch prtuectwns tffiuure
3 wholesale electricitv prices in the No Pjpeline and huh :INE Onl’ cases

4
5 Sources: Attachment 1VEER 1-1(a); ISO-NE month/v LAIP data t’m’allahle at http:iYinntJso-ne.conz/clatic

6 assets/documenrs/markets/hstdata/:nlb!fo/n;outhit Kcnzd lfl on!lilt’. s/s subi; itted as Erhibit CL F—

7 EAS-3, sheet LAW Monthly ‘

8 Notes: Actual wholesale electric/ri’ prices based on locational marginal prices (LAWs) at the ISO-NE hub.

9 LMPs z&vedfroiii Black & i’eatch c modeling arefor Western Alassachusetts (WAIA). The shaded

1 0 area labels as claimed benefit’ is illustrative and does not exactly represent the stated benefits of

11 the ANE pivelhie by Black & Veatch.

12 Q. How do the wholesale electric price spikes in the modeling results submitted
13 by the petitioner relate to historical price spikes in New England?

14 A, With the exception of three winters (2012/2013, 2013/2014, and 2014/2015) the

15 highest monthly wholesale electric price has been 14 to 51 percent higher than the

16 average price in each year (April to March) since 2003 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3,

17 sheet “LMP Monthly”).

18 In years 2012/2013, 2013/2014, and 2014/2015 wholesale electric prices spiked at
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1 levels that were anomalously higher than in years before or since: the highest

2 monthly wholesale electric price was 137 to 170 percent higher than those years’

3 average prices. In 2015/20 16, the highest monthly electric price was just 34

4 percent higher than that year’s average price.

5 Tn comparison, as shown in Figure 8 in Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline case, on

6 average across the modeled years, the highest monthly wholesale electric price is

7 • percent higher than the average price in each year (where the yearly average is

8 based on the year of data modeled and so may vary in the starting month). In

9 comparison, in historical years other than 2012-2015, the highest monthly

10 wholesale electric price is just 37 percent higher than the average price. The

11 unexplained increase in prices in the No Pipeline case appears to largely drive the

12 petitioner’s benefits of implementing a pipeline.

13 Figure 8. Peak uioiit!ifl’ ,e’ho!esale electric price tic ii percentage of eumual average: historical (lilt! Black
14 & l’eatch scenarios

15
16 Sources: Attachment NEER 1-1(a); ISO-NE rnonthb’LMP data (available athttp://wwwiso-ne.cont’static—
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I asset idoczune,ztsnzarkets.hstdataznl n!/b/nzonthh:cnzd monthfrxls submitted as E-chihit CLF—

2 EAS-3, s/wet “LAIP Monthly’)

3 Notes: Ac/zeal wholesale electricity prices based on locational marginal prices (iMPs,) at the IS0-NE hub.

4 LMPs usedfrom Black & Veatch ‘i modeling arefor Western Massachusetts (WM4J For all

5 ac/zeal data, peaks in each yearly periodfrom April through March were compared to the average

6 natural gas price over the same period. This same methodolo’ is applied to the Black & i’eatch

7 data.

8 a What determines wholesale electric prices?

9 A. In New England, generation powered by natural gas is “on the margin” in a large

10 share of hours throughout the year; that is, in a given hour, a natural gas combined

11 cycle is the last resource to be dispatched based on variable price and, therefore,

12 sets the wholesale market price of electricity. For this reason, as depicted in

13 Figure 9, there is a very close relationship between the price of natural gas

14 delivered to electric power consumers (shown in green) and the wholesale price of

15 electricity (shown in blue),

16 Fiqzne 9. I? clotiotzship bet Pi’ecn hictorical mouth!;’ ,i’holesale electricH;’ priccc and wholesale natural gay
17 prices

I

0 1

02 p iIL? I
)

it ,, —

j

II

2302 2005 2008 2011 2014

18
19 Sources: ISO-NE month/v LAIP data (available at trLrlnroi.s±ew.nmzsIzuk
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<n.sd.v cb;ini;cni’ ;ikic huiuhl :,il ziji” li’ ‘i bh .ii,’L/ ;n:,nbh*Jc submitted as Ethihit CLF

2 EAS-3, sheet LAW AThnthlv”}; monthh EM natural gas prices

3 (bin:’ ir;1flvc’?1 bLc: ;;31145:,?21M:j fl/rn submitted as Exhibit CLF—E43—3, sheet

4 LAtPMonthly”,J.

5 Notes: Actual wholesale electricity prices based on locational marginal prices (LAWs,) at the ISO-NE hub.

6 Actual naniral ga.c prices based on the price ofnatural gas delivered to electric power customers

7 in Massachusetts.

8 Q. How does the monthly average price of natural gas delivered to electric
9 generators in the modeling results submitted by the petitioner relate to

10 historical prices in New England?

11 A. As depicted in Figure 10 and Figure 11, with the exception of three winters

12 (2012/2013, 2013/2014, and 2014/2015) the highest monthly wholesale natural

13 gas price has been 15 to 64 percent higher than the average price in each year

14 (April to March) since 2003 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

15 “NGPricesMonthly”).

16 As with wholesale electricity prices, in years 2012/2013, 2013/2014, and

17 2014/2015 wholesale nawml gas prices spiked at levels that were anomalously

18 higher than in years before or since: the highest monthly natural gas price was 169

19 to 220 percent higher than those years’ average prices. In 2015/2016, the highest

20 monthly natural gas price was just 64 percent higher than that year’s average

21 price.

22 In comparison, as shown in Figure 11 Black & Veateh’s No Pipeline case, on

23 average across the modeled years, the highest monthly wholesale natural gas price

24 is percent higher than the average price in each year (where the yearly average

25 is based on the year of data modeled). In comparison, in historical years other

26 than 2012-2015, the highest monthly wholesale electric price is just 41 percent

27 higher than the average price. The unexplained increase in prices in the No

28 Pipeline case appears to largely drive the petitioner’s modeled benefits of

29 implementing a pipeline.
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I Figure 10.Ahmthij natural geic prices: Ithiorical and Black & I catch scenarios

7
3 Sources: Attachment NEER l-3(a)); month/i’ £14 natural gas prices

4 (http://tonto. cia gov.dnaiVng/hist/n3 035ma3m, htm and

5 submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

6 ‘WGPrices Monthly 9
7 Notes: Actual natural gas prices based on the price ofnatural gas delivered to electric po;i’er customers in

8 Massachusetts through Febnsan’ 2011 and natural gas delivered to Algonquin CM gate in ,llarch

9 2013 and after. Natural gas prices usedfrom Black & Veatch v modeling arefor deliveries to

10 Algonquin Citvgate.

11

12

13
14
15

16

17

18

19

20
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I Fiqure II. J’cah mowbir natural gas price u.s a percentage of amino? a verage: historical and Black &
2 J cute/i scemninos

3
4 Sources: Attacimient NEER—i-3(ak monthly EIA natural gas prices

5 ‘http://toizto. eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/n3045ma3m.htin and

6 i’ LnILLflfL’1 Im1c aj a s aubmuttd as E’chth,t CLF—EAS—3 a/ice!

7 ‘NGPrices A/on!h/i’”)

8 Notes: Actual natural gas prices based on the price ofnatural gas delivered to electric power customers in

9 Alassachz&ceus through Februan’ 2011 and nat nra/gas delivered to Algonquin Citvgate hi March

10 2014 and afler. Natural gas prices usedfrom Black & I ‘ca/c/i modeling arefor deliveries to

11 Algonquin Cftvgate. For all actual data, peaks in each yearly periodfrom April through A larch

12 were compared to the average natural gas price 01cr the same period This same methodologv is

13 applied to the Black & J’eatch data over both series,

14 Q. How do annual average natural gas prices delivered to electric generators in
15 the modeling results submitted by the petitioner relate to historical prices in
16 New England?

17 A. The annual natural gas prices used in the Black & Veatch modeling (Attachment

18 NEER-1-3(a)) are far higher than the most recent Energy Information

19 Administration forecasts and NYMEX Futures. As shown in Figure 12, Black &
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1 Veatch uses different forecasted natural gas prices in its No Pipeline and With

2 ANE Only cases. 1112018, the annual price of natural gas (delivered to Algonquin

3 Citygate) ranges from (in 2015 dollars) per million British thermal

4 units (MMBtu) in the two cases. In the No Pipeline scenario, these prices rise to

5 per MMBtu in 2038 (an increase of percent above 2015 actuals), while

6 in the \Vith ANE Only scenario, these prices rise to per IvilvIBtu (an

7 increase of Rpercent above 2015 actuals). Black & Veatch’s modeling runs

8 begin in 2018; natural gas prices for 2016 and 2017 were not modeled. Black &

9 Veatch did model 2039 and 2040 but the petitioner did not report gas prices for

10 these years and has not responded to CLF’s request for an explanation of the

11 missing data,

12 Figure 12 also shows two projections of natural gas prices delivered to New

13 England electric generators published in the EIA 2016 Annual Energy Outlook

14 (AEO). Both the AEO 2016 Reference Case and the AEO 2016 No CPP Case

15 start at a price of $3.97 per MMBtu in 2015. This price is $0.41 per MMBtu less

16 expensive than 2015 actual prices, and equivalent to Black & Veatch’s modeled

17 price for 2018. By 2038, these the AEO 2016 prices rise to $5.74 per MMBtu in

18 the Reference Case (an increase of3l percent above 2015 actuals) and $5.46 in

19 the No CPP Case (an increase of 25 percent compared to 2015 actuals),

20 Finally, Figure 12 also shows the NYMEX Futures price for natural gas in 2016

21 and 2017 (adjusted to reflect the basis differential between Henry’ Hub and New

22 England electric power generators; see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet

23 “NGPrices_Mnual”). These prices are $3.25 per MMBtu and $3.79 per MMBtu,

24 respectively—lower still than either Black & Veatch or EIA’s projections.
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I Fft’ure 12.Annua! natural ga price compartcon

2
3 Sources: Attachment NEER J-3(’a,); monthly EIA natural gas prices

4 (http://tonto. eia.gov/thiav/ng/hist/n3035ma3m. hi;;, submitted as Evl,ibit CLF—EAS-3, slice!

5 “NOPrices Annual’); Annual Ener Outlook 1’AEO,) 1016 natural gas prices for Reference Case

6 and No CPP Case http://isrn’w. eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/ submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

7 ‘WGPrices Annual ‘); NYMff Futures

8 submitted as Ethibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet NGPrices Annual’)

9 Notes: Actual natural gas prices based on the price ofnatural gas delivered to electric poit’er customers in

10 Massachusetts. AEO 2016 natural gas prices are based on the price ofnatural gas delivered to

11 electric power customers in New England Natural gas prices usedfrom Black & Veatch ‘s

12 modeling arefor natural gas deliveries to Algonquin Citygate. NYMEVFutu,’es for natural gas

13 delivered to the New England electric sector are calculated by increasing the Hetity Hub NYMEV

14 Futures by the basis dufferential percentage between Hemy Hub and delivered natural gas to the

15 Massachusetts electric sector based on the AEO 2016 Reference Case.

16 Q. Do the modeled cases with and without the pipeline submitted by the
17 petitioner appropriately model future wholesale electric prices?

18 A. No. While Black & Veatch correctly models the relationship between natural gas

19 prices and wholesale electricity prices, its peak monthly natural gas price

20 projections in the No Pipeline case are higher in relation to average monthly

21 prices than has been the case in recent historic years. Specifically, the ratio of
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peak monthly natural gas price to monthly average price in the No Pipeline case is

2 higher than that same ratio in historical years other than 2012 through 2015—

3 suggesting that the petitioner expects conditions in those years to continue into the

4 future.

5 In addition, Black & Veatch’s annual natural gas price projections in the No

6 Pipeline case exceed:

7 • recent actual prices,

8 • near-term price projections from the commodities markets, and

9 • ElKs forecasts for the long-term.

10 The over-estimation of natural gas price in the No Pipeline case exaggerates the

11 potential economic benefits of the ANE pipeline project.

12 Q. Has the petitioner submitted modeling results useful to a determination of
13 whether or not a new natural gas pipeline is necessary for or beneficial to
14 Massachusetts?

15 A. No. The modeling results submitted by the petitioner use artificially high seasonal

16 and annual natural gas prices in the No Pipeline case, exaggerating the likely

17 economic benefits associated with the ANE pipeline. A credible set of seasonal

18 and annual natural gas price assumptions would lower the likely economic

19 benefits associated with the ANE pipeline.

20 4. KEY ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES TO NATURAL GAS ARE OMITTED

21 FROM THE PETITIONER’S MODELING RESULTS.

22 Q. What is the Massachusetts’ Renewable Portfolio Standard?

23 A. The Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) requires investor-owned

24 electric suppliers to obtain a set percentage of their electricity from qua1iliing

25 renewable resources. The Massachusetts RPS was established by the

26 Massachusetts Electric Utility’ Restructuring Act of 1997, and was amended by

27 the Massachusetts Green Community Act of 2008.
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1 Q What are the current requirements of the RPS?

2 A. Currently, the Massachusetts RPS is divided into “Class I” and “Class IT”

3 requirements. Class I requirements may only be thifilled through the purchase of

4 electricity from renewable generation facilities that began operation after 1997.

5 For 2016, the Class I RPS requirement is 11 percent of all electric sales by

6 investor-owned suppliers. This requirement increases by one percentage point

7 each year, such that it will reach 15 percent in 2020 and 35 percent in 2040. Class

8 II RPS requirements may only be met through the purchase of electricity from

9 renewable generation facilities that began operation before 1998. The Class II

10 renewable generation requirement is currently 3.6 percent, and is not slated to

11 increase in future years.

12 Q. What technologies are eligible for meeting the TIPS Class I requirements?

13 A. Eligible technologies include solar photovoltaic. solar thermal, wind, small

14 hydropower, landfill methane, anaerobic digester gas, marine, hydrokinetic.

15 geothermal, and certain biomass generation resources.

16 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner comply with
17 Massachusetts RPS requirements?

18 A. To the best of my knowledge, no. Information Request CLF-1-6 asked the

19 petitioner:

20 For Massachusetts, by how much is the share oftotal state electric demandfor ii’hich
21 REC purchases required grow in ever year after 2020?

22 The petitioner’s response implies that Black & Veatch intended to model the

23 Massachusetts RPS to continue increasing after 2020:

24 Beyond 2020, the share oftotal AL-i electric demand to be served b REC purchases
25 grows by 1% each year.

26 However, examination of Black & Veatch’s modeling outputs in Attachment

27 NEER 1-1(b) suggests othenvise: first, Black & Veatch withheld renewable

28 generation data for the With ANE Only case (despite CLF asking for clariing

29 information pursuant to Attachment NEER-1-I(b)); instead, wind and solar
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1 generation data was provided in Attachment 1-1(b) for the “Base Case” orNo

2 Pipeline case only. Solar and wind generation was not provided for any of the

3 other scenarios, including the “With NED Only” scenario, or the “With ANE and

4 NED” scenario. Second, analysis of this data shows that Black & Veatch’s

5 modeling—using the assumption that Black & Veatch’s renewable build out is the

6 same in both the No Pipeline and With ANE Only cases—did not produce

7 sufficient wind to meet the Massachusetts RPS requirements in all years.

8 Electric sales decrease over time in the New England region in Black & Veatch’s

9 analysis ( percent annually) and—among New England states—only the

10 Massachusetts RPS continues to grow after 2025 (other than Vermont’s

11 renewables requirement which can be met through Canadian imports). Any

12 increase in the demand for renewables for RPS compliance in New England after

13 2025, therefore, must necessarily come from the continued growth in

14 Massachusetts RPS: I calculate this growth to be terawatt-hours (TWh) in

15 Class I renewables from 2025 to 2040. My analysis of Attachment NEER-1 -1(b)

16 shows that Black & Veatch’s scenarios have increases in New England wind

17 generation of only TWh over this period while other renewable generation

18 (only some of which is likely to be P2S eligible) including in-region hydro,

19 biomass. and “other” decreases by TWh (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet

20 “RPS_Analysis”). This is an increase of at most TWh, well short of the

21 TWh required from the Massachusetts RPS increase. It seems very’ unlikely that

22 Black & Veatch is correctly modeling Massachusetts RPS.

23 Q. Should the level of renewables projected under the Massachusetts RPS be
24 expected to interfere with ISO-NE’s ability to reliably operate the New
25 England electric grid?

26 A. No. Even if the incremental generation to meet the correct Massachusetts RPS

27 was met exclusively through wind there is no evidence to suggest that ISO-NE

28 would not be capable of integrating that level of renewables. A 2012 report from

29 ISO-NE stated that, “Large scale wind integration, i.e. up to 12,000 MW, is
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feasible for operating in New England’s electric grid.” (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-6).

2 Using an average peak level of demand for ISO-NE of 20,000 MW, this is

3 equivalent to operating a grid consisting of 60 percent of wind generation. Other

4 system operators around the country’ regularly achieve high system-wide levels of

5 wind generation. For example, on March 23, 2016, ERCOT (the system operator

6 for much of Texas) successfully operated a grid consisting of 48 percent wind

7 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-7). In addition, other system operators are exploring

8 changes to operation procedures that would accommodate levels of as high as 60

9 percent wind (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-9).

10 Q. What would be the likely impact on the petitioner’s modeling results of
II correctly representing the Massachusetts RPS?

12 A. If Black & Veatch has underestimated the amount of renewable generation

13 necessary’ to fulfill Massachusetts RPS, a correction to this error would lower

14 demand for natural gas in the region.

15 Using the simplified assumption that all new, incremental generation built to meet

16 the correct Massachusetts RPS displaces generation from natural gas generators,

17 TWh of natural gas generation would be displaced in 2040 in the Black &

18 Veatch No Pipeline scenario and STWh of natural gas generation would be

19 displaced in 2040 in the Black & Veatch With ANE Only scenario. This is

20 calculated by comparing the incremental demand for renewables from the

21 Massachusetts RPS in 2040 over that of 2025 (TWh) against the region-wide

22 increase in renewables in 2040 over 2025 levels (TWh). Even if the flTWh

23 Black & Veatch models in 2040 as incremental to 2025 were allotted to the

24 Massachusetts RPS. to TWh of renewables would still be required to be in

25 compliance. By 2040.percent of all incremental natural gas generation since

26 2016 modeled in the two Black & Veatch scenarios would be displaced by the

27 additional wind or solar needed to meet the RPS (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheets

28 “RPS Analysis” and “Displacement Analysis”).
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I Q. What Massachusetts laws require the use of energy efficiency resources to
2 meet electricity demand?

3 A. The Massachusetts Green Communities Act of 2008 requires that all available,

4 cost-effective energy efficiency resources be used to meet electricity demand. The

5 same law requires that, every three years, Massachusetts electric distributors

6 prepare a joint energy efficiency plan that provides for “the acquisition of all

7 available energy efficiency and demand reduction resources that are cost effective

8 or less expensive than supply.” (Ch,25, Section 21(b)(1))

9 Q. What are Massachusetts’ current energy efficiency targets?

10 A. The most recent three-year plan submitted by the Massachusetts energy efficiency

11 program administrators contains an annual energy efficiency savings goal of 2.93

12 percent of retail sales over the period from 2016 to 2018 (Massachusetts Gas and

13 Electric Pas Energy Efficiency Plan 2016-2018 submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3.

14 sheet ISO_CELT_Analysis”).

15 Q. What estimates does the petitioner use to forecast electric demand in its
16 modeling results?

17 A. The Black & Veatch analysis (NG-JNC-3) uses ISO New England CELT 2015

18 net of energy efficiency and distributed PV generation (response to Information

19 Request CLF-1-1(e)).

20 Q. Does the ISO New England CELT 2015 net of energy efficiency and
21 distributed PV generation omit any known sources of demand reductions?

22 A. Yes. While ISO’s CELT forecast is developed each year with input from

23 stakeholders in the Energy Efficiency Forecast Working Group, it is known to

24 include several deficiencies that inaccurately represent demand reductions in

25 future years. According to a report released in July 2015 by Paul Peterson and

26 Spencer Fields of Synapse Energy Economics (Exhibit CLF-EAS-8) these

27 deficiencies include:

28 • Budget uncertainty: In CELT 2015 Energy Efficiency Forecast, ISO-NE

29 applied a 10 percent reduction to the annual energy efficiency budgets of
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Maine, Massachusetts. and Rhode Island. This reduction was applied

2 because these three states did not expend their full budgets in 2014. Iso

3 assumes tIns underspending will not only continue in future years but

4 that it will be associated with a failure to meet savings goals. This budget

5 reduction effectively reduces the amount of savings predicted from these

6 states’ energy efficiency programs.

7 • Production cost escalation: ISO-NE assumes that the future cost of

8 implementing energy efficiency on a per-MWh basis increases by 5

9 percent per year. Neither data from New England nor other national data

10 on energy efficiency costs support such an assumption. This increase in

11 the unit cost of energy efficiency savings means fewer savings are

12 achieved for the same program budget.

13 • Inflation adjustments: ISO-NE applies an inflation adjustment of 2.5

14 percent to the cost of energy efficiency savings. No corresponding

1 5 inflation adjustment is applied to energy efficiency program budgets,

16 resulting in an overall decrease in the amount of energy efficiency

17 savings possible.

18 • Forecasted versus cleared savings: Over time, the ISO’s forecast for

19 energy efficiency savings in future years has been consistently below the

20 total energy efficiency savings cleared in Forward Capacity Auctions. In

21 addition, the energy efficiency resources that clear in the auction are a

22 subset of a larger quantity of resources that are qualified to participate in

23 the auction. Energy efficiency program administrators ofien clear slightly

24 lower amounts than is qualified as a way to protect against under-

25 achievement of thifire installation rates. Furthermore, cleared quantities

26 can be dc-rated to reflect decisions to pro-rate the quantity of cleared

27 megawatts region-wide.

28 • Distributed PV discounting: In its planning process, ISO-NE applies two
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different discount factors to expected levels of distributed PV generation

2 projected by the five New England stales with resource-specific

3 mandates or goals. For years with explicit state mandates or goals,

4 distributed PV generation can be discounted by up to 50 percent. For

5 years after a mandate or goal, distributed PV generation can be

6 discounted by up to 75 percent. This methodology leads to a forecast that

7 shows diminishing distributed PV generation in future years.

S Accounting for the deficiencies identified in the Peterson/Fields report would

9 change the annual growth rate for net energy for load in the CELT 2015 forecast

10 from -0,04 percent per year to -1.43 percent per year (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-8.

11 page 15).

12 Q. How have the ISO New England CELT 2015 net of energy efficiency and
13 distributed PV generation changed over time?

14 A. Each year, ISO-NE releases an update to its CELT forecast. This forecast includes

15 a projection of future energy for demand, net energy efficiency, and distributed

16 PV generation. With the exception of 2013, for each of the past five new releases

17 of the CELT forecast, the ISO-NE has revised downward its projections of net

18 energy for demand (see Figure 13). In its most recent forecast, the CELT 2016

19 Draft Forecast, ISO-NE expects the annual growth rate for the next ten years to

20 change from -0.04 percent per year in the 2015 CELT forecast to -0.25 percent

21 per year (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “ISO CELT Analysis”).
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3
4 Sources: ISO CELT20I)-20)5 (http://wwitciso-necom/s;wteiii-planning/svstem-plans-srndies/celt

5 submitted as Erhibll CL F-EA 5-3, sheet “ISO CELT Analysis ‘J); ISO CELT 2016 submitted as

6 Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, slice! “ISO CELT Analysis”).

7 Q. What do the six New England states’ planned energy efficiency reductions
8 suggest about future New England electric demand?

9 A. Each of the six New England states have goals, mandates, or targets for energy

10 efficiency. Depending on the state, these forecasts have been released for between

11 one and ten future years. In 2016, these annual incremental savings range from

12 0.43 to 2.20 percent of 2016 sales (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet

13 “ISO CELT Analysis”). If these savings were continued into the future. I

14 estimate that the cumulative average annual growth rate over 2015 to 2040 would

15 be -0.26 percent per year (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

16 “ISO CELT Analysis”).
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I Q. What would be the likely impact on the petitioner’s modeling results
2 representing expected future electric demand as the continuation of current
3 energy efficiency requirements?

4 A. A correction to this error would lower demand for natural gas in the region.

5 Figure 14 compares the ISO’s projections for net energy for demand against: (I)

6 New England planned savings (an average growth rate of -0.26 percent per year),

7 and (2) electric demand after adjusting for known deficiencies in the ISO’s energy

8 efficiency forecast presented in the Peterson/Fields report (an average growth rate

9 of-I .43 percent per year). Replacing Black & Veatch’s projection for net energy

10 for demand (i.e., the CELT 2015 forecast, with an average growth rate of -0.04

11 percent per year) with the CELT 2016 projection for net energy for demand (an

12 average growth rate of -0.25 percent per year) would yield aTWh decrease in

13 retail sales in 2040 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “ISO CELT Analysis” and

14 “Displacement_Analysis”).

15 Using the simplified assumption that this decrease in retail sales displaces

16 generation from natural gas generators, using the CELT 2016 projection for net

17 energy for demand, TWh of natural gas generation would be displaced in

18 2040 in both the Black & Veatch scenario No Pipeline and With ANE Only

19 scenarios after accounting for transmission and distribution losses. By 2040. I
20 percent of all incremental natural gas generation since 2016 modeled in the two

21 Black & Veatch scenarios would be displaced by the CELT 2016 decrease in

22 demand.
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1 Fiqure 13. ISO—NE 1orecasis of net eneri,r for demandfrom 20!! tIir’;’igh 2016 (draft) compared to
2 actun! net en ergv for demand, demand after accountingfor New Enghmd P/unite,! so usgs, and dennmd
3 after adiastinji far known deficiencies in the ISO c energy efficienn foreca.ct

4
5 Sources: Ethibit NG-JNC-3, page 6; ISO CELT2OII-2015 (http*;ni’ii’.iso-ne,eom/wstenz

6 ISO CELT2O!6 submitted as &htha CLF-EAS-3, sheet

7 ISO CELT A,udisiv “; New Engiand planned energy efficient-i’ savings (http.//nvw.svnapse

8 energy.com/sites7dLfássltfles/RGG!_OpportzssiirJJ.O.pdfsubmined as Evhibu CL F-El 5-3, slice!

9 iSO CELT Anabsis’; Peterson/Fields adjustments Erhihit QLF-EAS-Sj

10 Q. Has the Baker Administration taken a position on the need for increased
11 renewable energy imports?

12 A. Yes. In 2015, Governor Baker submitted to the Massachusetts Senate and House

13 of Representatives proposed legislation entitled “An Act Relative to energy sector

14 compliance with the Global Warming Solutions Act.” (S.1965). This bill would

15 require Massachusetts electric distribution companies to solicit 18.9 TWh of

16 hydroelectricity imports, or hydroelectricity imports blended with RPS Class 1-

17 eligible renewable generation. Governor Baker has stated that these imports are

18 necessary to ensure that Massachusetts meets the goals of its GWSA. The 2015

19 Update to the CECP (Exhibit CLF-EAS-4) calls for 4 MMT of reductions from
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I new hydroelectricity imports, roughly equal to 9.9 TWh, assuming generation

2 from natural gas combined cycle generators is displaced by new imports (see

3 Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “Imports Analysis”).

4 Q. Has the legislature moved to pass this bill?

5 A. The Massachusetts House of Representatives passed a similar bill (1-1.4385) on

6 June 8,2016. It would require Massachusetts electric distribution companies to

7 solicit up to 9.45 TWh of hydroelectricity imports or hydroelectricity imports

8 blended with RPS Class I-eligible renewable generation. It would also require

9 Massachusetts electric distribution companies to solicit at least 1,200 MV!

10 installed capacity of offshore wind generation by 2027.

11 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner include the increase in
12 hydroelectricity imports needed to meet the goals of the GWSA?

13 A. No. Black & Veatch’s scenarios do not appear to include any incremental imports

14 from hydroelectricity. Figure 15 shows the implied imports to New England from

15 Black & Veatch’s modeling (calculated by subtracting in-region generation

16 provided in Attachment NEER 1-1(b) and attachment NEER 1-1(c) from in-

17 region sales provided in Attachment NEER I-I (I), adjusied for transmission and

18 distribution losses; see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet “Imports Analysis”). Black &

19 Veatch calculates annual net electricity imports to be almost identical between the

20 No Pipeline scenario and the With ANE Only scenario: In 2040, calculated

21 imports are estimated to be! percent lower in both the No Pipeline and With

22 ANE Only scenarios than 2015 historical imports. For both scenarios, in all years

23 after 2018, calculated net imports are estimated to remain below the level of

24 imports observed in 2015, and are Ito! percent of the total level of imports

25 that would result from the June 2016 House energy bill (14.4385).

26

27

28
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I Figure liAet hnportc to New Entiland, 2000 through 2040

7
3 Sources: Attachment NEER—I—l(h,); Attachment NEER—1—I(c9; Attachment NEER—1—ftI); EM hLctorical

4 generation data (httpJ/inni’. eia.gov/electriciiv/data%tate’annua(,generation stataxls and

5 http://innt’. eiagov/electricinVdata/eia923/ submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

6 ‘Imports Anah’sis ); EM historical retail sales

7 (http:irni.eia.goi.Velectricity/dataZvtataKcalecannnatxls and

S https:/Avirw.eia.goWelectricity/dataiWa826/ submitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

9 ‘Imports Analysis); and H. 4385.

1 0 Notes: Imports to New England calculated by subtracting the total generationfrom Neit’ England

11 generatorsfrom the total net ener’for demandfor consumers in New England states. Data

12 points modeled by Black & Veatch in both No Pipeline and With ANE Only cases; “With Clean

13 Energy Jmportc” assmnes the level ofhydroelectricity required in the June 2016 House energy bill

14 H.4385 (9.15 TIVh,J is added to the level ofnet imports ofelectricity to New England in 2015.
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I Q. Are the electric imports modeling results submitted by the petitioner
2 consistent with the petitioner’s sales less generation?

3 A. No. The level of net imports of electricity specified as being modeled by the

4 petitioner in Attachment NEER 1-1(e) are to percent of the level of net

5 electricity imports calculated by subtracting New England electric generation

6 from New England sales, adjusted for transmission and distribution losses. This

7 difference does not appear to be explained in the petitioner’s testimony or

8 exhibits. Figure 16 compares the methodology used for calculating sales less

9 generation labeled as net electricity imports in Figure 1 5 with the net electricity

10 imports reported in Attachment NEER 1-1(e).

11 figure 16. ?‘.ct importc to New England, 2001) through 2040; coniptirisoii o[nwthods

12
13 Notes: Solid lines indicate net electricity imports calculated kv subtracting New England electric

14 generation from New England sales, adjustedfor transmission and distribution losses. Dashed

15 lines indicate net electricin’ imports as reported in ,1ttachmeiit NEER-l-flft

16 Sources: Attachment NEER—1-I(b,; Attachment NEER-i—i(cE Attachment NEER—i—IftJ: Attachment

17 NEER-1 -1 60: EM historical generation data

1 8 Oittp:h\nnt’. and

19 http:/’www.eiagowelectriciry’data’eia923/submittedas Echibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

20 JmportsA nali ‘sis’); EIA historical retail sales
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I (hup*inn:.ciagrne1ecrriciry’datasrate.’th1es_an,iuaLx1s and

2 hups:llhni’ii’.eia.goiveleetricity/datwWas26’szthmitted as Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet

3 ‘Imparts Analysis); and H. 4385.

4 Q. What would be the likely impact on the petitioner’s modeling results of
5 correctly representing the new hydroelectric imports needed to meet GWSA
6 goals?

7 A. A correction to this error would lower demand for natural gas in the region.

8 Using the simplified assumption that incremental imports to 2015 levels displace

9 generation from natural gas generators, representing the new hydroelectric

10 imports needed to meet GWSA goals would result in IWh of natural gas

11 generation displaced in 2040 in both the Black & Veatch scenario No Pipeline

12 and With ANE Only cases. By 2040,1 percent of all incremental natural gas

13 generation since 2015 modeled in the two Black & Veatch scenarios would be

14 displaced by the additional imported electricity called for in H.4385 (see Exhibit

15 CLF-EAS-3, sheet “Imports Analysis: and “Displacement_Analysis”).

16 Q. Does Massachusetts comply with state renewables, efficiency, and greenhouse
17 gas emission regulations in the modeled cases of future generation with and
18 without the ANE pipeline submitted by the Petitioner?

19 A. No. In Black & Veatch’s No Pipeline and With ANE Only cases:

20 • Massachusetts does not appear to comply with its RPS.

21 • New England states—including Massachusetts—do not appear to achieve

22 the level of energy efficiency modeled by ISO-NE in its 2016 draft CELT

23 electric demand forecast.

24 • New England’s electric imports are not consistent with the level of new

25 hydroelectric imports called for by the Massachusetts House of

26 Representatives as necessaiy to comply with the GWSA.

27 Q. Has the petitioner submitted modeling results useful to a determination of
28 whether or not a new natural gas pipeline is necessary for or beneficial to
29 Massachusetts?

30 A. No. The modeling results submitted by the petitioner do not appear to be
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consistent with a future in which state laws are followed.

2 5. THE PETITIONER’S MODELING RESULTS DO NOT ACCURATELY

3 PORTRAY EXPECTED FUTURE CONDITIONS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

4 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner accurately represent
5 likely future conditions in the New England electric sector?

6 A. No.

7 Q. What basic assumptions would you expect to see in this type of modeling
8 exercise in the baseline case?

9 A. I would expect the baseline or business-as-usual case (here, Black & Veatch’s No

10 Pipeline) to include assumptions necessary to represent all current laws and

11 regulations and either the most likely projection of uncertain future values (fuel

12 prices, electric demand, etc.) or an exploration of the sensitivity of modeling

13 results to changes in projections of these key uncertain variables.

14 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner meet these basic
15 expectations related to the baseline case?

16 A. No. Black & Vealch’s No Pipeline does not appear to comply with ROGI,

1 7 GWSA. the Clean Power Plan, Massachusetts RPS, and New England states’

1 8 energy efficiency obligations. In addition, natural gas prices used in Black &

19 Veatch’s modeling neither appear to the most likely projections of uncertain

20 future values nor do they explore the sensitivity of modeling results to changes in

21 projections of the price of natural gas.

22 Q. What basic assumptions would you expect to see in this type of modeling
23 exercise in the case representing a change in policy or project?

24 A. I would expect the case representing a change in policy or project (here, Black &

25 Veatch’s With ANE Only case) to differ from the baseline case (No Pipeline)

26 only in those assumptions related to the introduction of the policy or project. In all

27 other respects, I would expect inputs into the model to be identical in both cases.
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I Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner meet these basic
2 expectations related to the case representing a change in policy or project?

3 A. Yes. This means. however, that deficiencies in the No Pipeline case are also

4 present in the With ANE Only case. Therefore, Black & Veatch’s With ANE

5 Only case does not appear to comply with RGGI, OWSA, the Clean Power Plan.

6 Massachusetts RPS. and New England states’ energy efficiency obligations. In

7 addition, natural gas prices used in Black & Veatch’s With ANE Only case

8 neither appear to the most likely projections of uncertain ftiture values nor do they

9 explore the sensitivity of modeling results to changes in projections of the price of

10 natural gas.

11 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner include assumptions
12 necessary to represent all current laws and regulations?

13 A. No, The petitioner’s modeling results do not appear to include assumptions

14 necessary to represent all current laws and regulations:

15 • Massachusetts relies on unexplained emission reductions in the other

16 RGGI states to achieve its own compliance with ROOT.

17 • Massachusetts’ electric sector emissions are in line with the expectations

18 in the 2015 Update to the CECP for 2020 (Exhibit CLF-EAS-4), but

19 subsequently increase and are higher than Ihis 2020 target in years 2022

20 through 2040.

21 • Massachusetts’ generators regulated under the Clean Power Plan emit

22 more C02 than allowed for under the state’s cap—auain. reguirin its

23 excess emissions to be balanced by extra emission reductions in other

24 states to achieve compliance.

25 • Massachusetts does not appear to comply with its RPS.

26 • New England states—including Massachusetts—do not appear to achieve

27 the level of energy efficiency modeled by ISO-NE in its 2016 draft CELT

28 electric demand forecast.

29 • New England’s electric imports are not consistent with the level of new
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hydroelectric imports called for by Governor Baker and the Massachusetts

2 House of Representatives as necessary to comply with the GWSA.

3 Q. Do the modeling results submitted by the petitioner include the most likely
4 projection of uncertain future values (fuel prices, electric demand, etc.) or an
5 exploration of the sensitivity of modeling results to changes in projections of
6 these key uncertain variables?

7 A. No. The modeling results submitted by the petitioner appear to use artificially

8 high seasonal and annual natural gas prices, exaggerating the likely net benefits

9 associated with the ANE.

10 Q. What would be the likely impact on the petitioner’s modeling results from
11 the combination of correctly modeling the Massachusetts RPS, the CELT
12 2016 forecast, and the new hydroelectric imports needed to meet GWSA
13 goals?

14 A. Correctly modeling Massachusetts RPS, the CELT 2016 forecast, and the new

15 hydroelectric imports needed to meet GWSA goals would require:

16 • increasing wind generation by to TWh in 2040 to be consistent

17 with Massachusetts’ RPS.

18 • lowering sales by TWh ( TWh after accounting for transmission

19 and distribution losses) in 2040 to be consistent with the CELT 2016

20 forecast, and

21 • raising the level of imports to New England by TWh in 2040 to be

22 consistent with H.4385.

23 As illustrated in Figure 17, a simplified approach to representing the impact of

24 these changes on Black & Veatch’s modeling results in natural gas generation that

25 is

____

FWh lower in the No Pipeline and With ANE Only cases in 2040 (a

26 reduction of to percent below Black & Veatch’s modeled 2040 levels of

27 natural gas generation and percent below actual 2015 natural gas generation)

28 (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3, sheet “Displacement Analysis”).
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I Fiçure 17. Generation and .salec hi 2016 and 2040: lilac!. & I ‘a!cI, scenarios and simplIfied
2 inotlIticatians

j

4 Sources: ErhThU CL F-EA 5-3, sheet Displacement Analysis•

5 Note: Values may not sitiiz due to rounding.

6 Q. What would be the likely impact on greenhouse gas emissions of decreasing
7 natural gas generation by TWh in 2040?

S A. Decreasing New England’s 2040 natural gas generation by flVh (and

9 replacing this generation with renewables. efficiency, and hydroelectric imports)

10 would lower regional emissions by million short tons of CO2.

11 Q. What would be the likely impact on RGGI, GWSA, and Clean Power Plan
12 compliance of decreasing natural gas generation by flVh in 2040?

13 A. Decreasing New England’s 2040 natural gas generation by TWh (and

14 replacing this generation with renewables. efficiency, and hydroelectric imports)

15 and thereby lowering regional emissions by million short tons of CO2 would

16 greatly improve Massachusetts chances of complying with RGGI, GWSA, and the

17 Clean Power Plan, and doing so without relying on emission reductions in other
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states (see Exhibit CLF-EAS-3. sheet “Displacement_Analysis”). In 2040,

2 Massachusetts’s emissions in the Black & Veatch modeled cases are Itol
3 million short tons above the Commonwealth’s share of RGGI allowances, Ito
4 million short tons above the electric-sector’s implied emission target for the

5 Massachusetts OWSA (based on its past responsibility for reductions), and Itol

6 million short tons above its Clean Power Plan target.

7 Q. What would be the likely impact on winter natural gas price spikes of
8 decreasing natural gas generation by TWh in 2040?

9 A. A reduction of• to• percent in New England’s natural gas generation would

10 reduce total demand for natural gas on peak winter days and could therefore be

11 expected to reduce or remove winter price spikes in natural gas and, consequently,

12 winter spikes in wholesale electric prices.

13 Q. What would be the likely impact on the economics benefits of the ANE of
14 decreasing natural gas generation by TWh in 2040?

15 A. The economic benefits forecasted by the petitioner from the construction and

16 operation of the ANE are the result of difference in the winter wholesale electric

17 prices between the No Pipeline and With ANE Only eases. Without a difference

18 in winter electric prices there would be no economic benefit from the ANE

19 project.

20 Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

21 A. Yes, it does.
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